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GOLDEN RULES
WATER MEDICATION

6

Check the water sytem

Wear gloves and a mask

Install a well designed drinking water system,
with a separate line for medicated water and
make sure it is properly maintained.

2

		

Wear gloves and a mask when handling
medicine.

7

Calibrate the dosing pump

Prepare the stock solution

Calibrate the dosing pump at least once a year.

3

		

Use a clean bucket. Mix the calculated quantities of
product and lukewarm tap water to prepare a solution
for maximum 24h. Close the stock solution bucket.

8

Test the water quality

Monitor the animals

Monitor water quality at least twice a year at
the start of the pipe and where the animals drink
(scan QR code for a video on sampling).

4

		

Monitor health and water consumption of the
animals during the treatment. Contact your
veterinarian if recovery is not as expected.

Choose the right product

Choose
the right
that:that:
dissolves
well,
is stable for
Choose
the product
right product
dissolves
well,
at leastis12
hours
and
does
not
contain
lactose.
stable for at least 12 hours and does not

9

Clean the system
Clean and flush the pipes after medication.
Don’t forget to clean the materials as well,
especially the stock solution vessel.

contain lactose.

5

10

Use the SoluStab calculator
Visit calculator.solustab.eu to calculate
the correct dose based on bodyweight and
water intake.

			

WATCH THE VIDEO
AND VISIT
WWW.SOLUSTAB.EU

Do not mix
Do not mix different products (medication,
vitamins, acids etc.) unless the supplier states
this is possible.
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